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Surfboard Ding Repair 
 
 
A surfboard ding consists of fiberglass repair and sometimes foam repair.  Broken fiberglass should be 
removed, normally by sanding.  Damaged foam is also removed; wet foam needs to be dried out.  Smaller 
damaged foam areas may be repaired with white putty made from mixing Qcel and resin, usually 
surfboard sanding resin.  The putty should be mixed to roughly the consistency of peanut butter.  The Qcel 
makes a white, lightweight foam replacement; however it will be whiter than the foam.  The putty should 
be sanded smooth and one or more layers of 4 oz. or 6 oz. fiberglass cloth placed over the surface with the 
same sanding resin.  When using multiple layers put each layer on a wet resin surface; do not let initial 
layers dry as they will need sanding before any subsequent coats will stick.  When this resin is tacky a 
second “filler” coat of sanding resin may be brushed over the patch.  This filler coat is to avoid sanding the 
glass while smoothing the surface.  After a final sanding a top coat of sanding or finish resin should be 
brushed over the surface.  A rough sanded fiberglass surface should not be left exposed since any contact 
with a surfer’s skin will result in an agonizing itch.  The repaired surface will be dull rather than shiny; wet 
sanding with 600 grit w/d sandpaper followed by compounding and polishing will match the original 
shine.  If a sanded finish is desired you can sand with 280 grit w/d or 320 grit w/d sandpaper and leave out 
the polishing. 
 
If the foam does not need replacing you just sand off the broken glass and put 1 or more layers of cloth 
back over the repair.  Remember to put at least as many layers of cloth as original to regain the strength.  
Slight indentations in the foam may be filled with glass and resin but this adds weight.  If a large section of 
foam needs replacing (such as a skeg ding on a rail) a piece of surfboard foam may be shaped to fit the 
cleaned up ding area.  The foam is glued in with resin, shaped to the original contour, and glassed over. 
 
Broken boards may be repaired in 3 ways: dowels, stringer repair, or heavy glassing.  The dowels are stuck 
into the broken foam face with a corresponding hole for each dowel in the other face.  The dowels can be 
glued in with resin.  The two broken foam faces may or may not need cleanup prior to gluing them back 
together.  You may glue the faces together with a resin and Q-cel mix.  This glue does not have to be any 
special mix because all of it is stronger than the foam to which it is attached.  If dowels are not used the 
faces may be glued together and either stringer repair or heavy glassing may be used.  For stringer repair 
cut a groove on one or both sides of the existing stringer.  Glue in a piece of 1/16” to 1/8” thick wood.  
You may have the new wood extend all the way through the blank or just in the top and bottom 1” or so.  
The stringer provides the stiffness for the board.  The new wood should extend at least 6” into each section 
of the broken surfboard. 
 
Both of the above methods may be fiberglassed slightly heavier (at least 1 extra layer) top and bottom.  
The new glass should extend at least one foot on each side of the break.  If no wood is used the glass job 
should be at least double the original lay-up and extended 1 1/2 – 2 feet on each side of the break.  If the 
board flexes the glass will crack or release from the foam. 
 
To repair a broken or missing glass-on skeg, sand or grind the surface flat, position the replacement skeg 
with resin underneath as glue, and put masking tape across the tip to hold the position until the resin glue 
hardens.  Cut 2 pieces of cloth large enough to fit part way up the sides of the skeg and 3-4” on the board 
surface.  Wet out the skeg rope strands (woven roving strands), put them in place at the base of the skeg, 
place the cloth piece over the joint, and smooth out the air bubbles. Most of this needs to be done with 
your fingers.  When you are using your fingers in resin work put on same rubber gloves; you will probably 
live longer.  All resin work should be done in a ventilated area. When the resin surface is tacky brush on a 
filler coat, sand and finish after it dries. 
 
All of the above repairs are normally done with catalyzed sanding resin.  Laminating resin may be used 
with the Qcel and glassing but a coat of sanding resin will be necessary before sanding the cloth repair. 
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If you are using the UV cure resin; the Qcel mixture should be done in layers no thicker than ¼”; the UV 
rays need to penetrate to the bottom of the Qcel patch.  Thicker layers of UV cure resin with Qcel will 
require catalyst to make the resin work.  The UV laminating and sanding work the same as standard resin; 
ie: laminating dries tacky and sanding dries hard with a wax coating.  UV sanding resin should stand on 
the repair surface for a few minutes before UV exposure; this gives the wax time to float to the surface. 
 
When repairing Styrofoam/epoxy boards, the process is the same except you use epoxy resin, as the 
polyester resin will dissolve the Styrofoam.  The Qcel mixture also needs to be put on in thin layers 
because the putty generates heat, and too much heat melts the Styrofoam.  How “thin” the layers are you 
will learn by experimentation. 
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